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I. Introduction

When adult siblings face the challenge of making decisions on behalf of an aging parent, family conflict can intensify with new heated battles or the eruption of agitation that has been simmering under the surface for years. Historically, conflict resolution options have not been available for families in these exceedingly stressful situations. High-conflict families instead spend inordinate amounts of court system time and resources to resolve their conflicts. In a groundbreaking collaboration, 20 organizations from the United States and Canada were convened by an Association for Conflict Resolution (ACR) task force to rectify this issue, working with statewide entities through the Florida Chapter of the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts (FLAFCC) to develop what is called “eldercaring coordination.” Eldercaring coordination focuses on reducing conflict for families so that court proceedings can flow smoothly, without constant disruptions involving nonlegal issues, which may jeopardize the care and safety of elders. Eldercaring coordination helps families refocus on the elder and use available resources, including legal representation, to ensure the care and safety of their elder generation.

Family conflict is deeply embedded in family systems and can span lifetimes. Particularly as adult children are called upon to provide care to frail and aging parents, decades-old conflicts rise to the surface and manifest in disagreement about how and when care should be provided as well as who will provide care and who will make decisions. Although old disputes may underlie the family construct, a parent’s decline, the needs of the parent for care, and the constant decisions and demands on a caregiver often lead to additional stress and stimulate further discord.

Adult children often find themselves in court arguing over who will ultimately make decisions for a parent. The court then becomes the well-intended but inefficient micromanager of the elder’s care. The adversarial court arena is the most traditional avenue to address conflict, although it may be expensive, time-consuming, and inefficient, which may not result in the best and most timely decisions for the elder. It also often involves removal of the elder’s rights based on competency findings, which may not have been necessary if the conflict among adult children had not arisen. The litigation approach becomes a punitive measure for the elder, drains time and capital from the family, and strains already scarce judicial resources. This article explores family dynamics and introduces eldercaring coordination as an innovative dispute resolution process for high-conflict families. The authors recommend the development of additional pilot sites to introduce this option in guardianship and family courts in other jurisdictions.

II. Elder Rights and Family Dynamics

Providing care to older adults, without diminishing their dignity, requires an appreciation of elders’ strengths and beliefs throughout their lives and an accurate assessment of their current condition. Elders have rights and wishes that should be respected, yet if they have an advanced chronic disease, they may lack decision-making capacity and/or the ability to articulate their preferences. Perceptions of an elder’s wishes or evidence of cognitive decline can differ among family members for various reasons, from lack of information to greed.

When assuming the role of caregiver, it is not always easy to elicit and honor the elder’s preferences. Is there consensus
among family members on the understanding of this unique individual’s quality of life? The literature demonstrates significant discrepancies within families in understanding older adults’ preferences. Even if the elder’s wishes are known, the older adult and the caregiver often have different goals. Predictably, goals of efficiency, safety, and autonomy may be at odds with one another.

When an older adult attempts to act on a goal and meets resistance from his/her caregiver (i.e., because the caregiver has a different goal), the older adult may attempt to influence care by resisting the caregiver’s suggestion and insisting or persisting in acting on his/her original goal, acting in a way that is commonly attributed to stubbornness.

As conditions change, the need for new decisions arises. How does the family foster self-determination and yet provide safeguards for the current circumstances? What are the family resources in terms of time and money? For how long will these resources last?

Family caregiving is also influenced by values, culture, and ethnicity, including beliefs about gender roles, caregiving practices, and the status of family members. It is not surprising that the research acknowledges how common it is to have periodic family conflicts about caring for a family member. Although family conflict may surround issues of elder care, this conflict may actually reflect other personal and family dynamics. In The Tempest, William Shakespeare said, “What’s past is prologue.” Sibling relationships influence the emotional climate of childhood and contribute to patterns of behavior in later life. Sibling relationships are multifaceted, in which intimacy, ambivalence, and conflict coexist. Two researchers concluded, “The more siblings you may have, at any age or in any generation, the more likely you are to have one you do not get along well with.” We know from our own experiences that conflict continues to evolve due to changing relationships, disagreements, disrespect, and “unreason-

able” demands. Under stressful circumstances, a family member may be inclined toward rescuing, raging, or resistance. To reduce their burdens, some may choose to shut down or pull away when they are needed the most. Individual attempts at self-protection can be viewed as manipulative, lazy, or power grabbing. The control continuum (between hierarchy and equality) and the connection continuum (desire for closeness or distance) “are inextricably intertwined.”8 Moments of criticism and blame are all too common.

The consequences of family conflict often ripple beyond the elder’s care. Family disagreements and conflicts exacerbate caregiver strain and negatively impact the caregiver’s health.9 If the elder’s medical conditions worsen, stays at hospitals and rehabilitation centers are likely. For older patients in particular, transitions between health care settings are a high-risk period for care quality and patient safety.10 Health care professionals and hospice teams identify family conflict as hindering the effective provision of care for the elder at end of life and as increasing elder, family, and/or team member distress.11

Family conflict is a frequent reason for filing of guardianship cases.12 Legal and medical professionals often feel ill-prepared to address conflict because little education and training in family system concepts or family conflict intervention is provided to them. A different skill set or expertise may be sought, such as that of a social worker. But is that enough for high-conflict cases?

When all else fails, the social worker is the one who is called in to decompress and resolve the situation ... . Although social workers spoke about conflict resolution, it was not clear whether they felt that they had the skills to deal with severe cases of conflict (that is, when families became overly hostile).13

III. Less Intrusive Resolution Options: Life Care Planning and Elder Mediation

In cases with low to moderate levels of conflict, a facilitated family meeting to exchange information and promote understanding of the elder’s care needs and preferences can enhance communication and problem-solving among family members and professionals.

The Life Care Planning Law Firms Association14 offers an approach to enable an elder law practice to address disputes earlier in the life care planning process. Amelia Crotwell, CELA, of Elder Law of East Tennessee, explains that the practice model requires the elder law firm to have a designated life care coordinator for each

---

9 Scharlach et al., *supra* n. 3; R. Schulz & S. Beach, *Caregiving as a Risk Factor for Mortality: The Caregiver Health Effects Study*, 282(23) JAMA 2215 (1999).
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15 This person may be a social worker, geriatric care manager, nurse, or other expert. Care concerns can be part of overall planning, thereby moving the focus from documents, money, or asset protection to a holistic care-centered objective. The life care planning model brings care coordination to the center of the elder law practice. Life care planners make sure that the elder receives appropriate care in the most advantageous or desired environment, whether home- or facility-based, with the objective of helping the elder keep a desired quality of life. Public and private resources are tapped to ease the financial burden of long-term care. Family members are educated about care needs, disease progression, injury prevention methods, and communication to avoid conflict. However, it is essential that family members are on board with the life care planning process if it is going to be effective, because there may be questions or feelings about conflicts of interest related to whom the firm is advocating for depending on who the real client is.

Reaching a family decision can help avoid delays in providing the elder with necessary treatment or services or help the elder transition to a new environment with less stress. However, in high-conflict situations, life care planners may be perceived as having bias, advocating for the paying client. The life care planning professional can easily get pulled into the dynamics of splitting and demonizing among family members. This happens when family members divide themselves into factions, build separate coalitions, and question and disparage everything advocated by any faction to which they do not belong. In a letter to Christine M. Durham, chief justice of the Utah Supreme Court, George M. Harmond, chair of the Utah Judicial Council’s Ad Hoc Committee on Probate Law and Procedure, states:

We classify guardianships and conservatorships as probate cases, but they have more in common with family law cases than with the intergenerational transfer of property. They share many of the emotional and financial issues of divorce. The court defines future family relationships.


mediators. The ACR Section on Elder Decision-Making and Conflict Resolution Committee on Training Standards developed training objectives to orient mediators to the issues and skills necessary to enter the practice of elder mediation. Standards for quality training in elder mediation are also reminders of the importance of such standards for all programs striving for quality.

IV. Families in High Conflict Require a Different Approach

Although mediation often successfully resolves moderate conflicts between family members who are willing to work together, it is not suitable for every case. According to researcher Alexandra Crampton:

Mediation alone was insufficient to encourage a highly dependent parent to frankly identify her needs, to make high conflict families more willing to work together, or to make a party who had petitioned the court’s decision-making power to then appreciate opportunity to share power in decision-making with rival parties.

Crampton suggests alternative models that include “addressing conflict dynamics and family history, which may underpin power struggles and derail the empowering potential of mediation.” In high-conflict families, incredible determination may keep people from listening and learning about another’s suffering. At times, the skill of empathy may be hampered by a person’s mental illness and/or brain development or deterioration. Patterns over decades may enable coercive dynamics to continue.

Conflict reduction is central to the elder’s care and safety and enables the elder to thrive to the maximum extent possible. Although family members may use the court arena to fight out their battles, many of their issues are not legal matters. Family resources, time, and energy may be exhausted through relitigation when, instead, the family may require assistance with establishing boundaries and clarifying needs and interests.

Family courts have long recognized that approximately 10 percent of their cases absorb 90 percent of judicial time. Those cases, recognized as high conflict, have been depicted as involving long-term communication problems, in which personal unresolved issues continually interfere with family member interactions. These families have been identified as highly litigious, immersed in multiple cross allegations, and ambivalent about the outcome of their cases. They may also

---


21 A. Crampton, Elder Mediation in Theory and Practice: Study Results From a National Caregiver Mediation Demonstration Project, 56(5) J. Gerontological Soc. Work 423, 434 (2013).

22 Id.

display serious pathology or present safety issues for the elder. Past trauma and current grief further complicate feelings and motivate retaliatory actions.\textsuperscript{24}

In families with older members, the source of anger may be deep-rooted in childhood experiences and years of disappointments, which remain their principal motivation for their current hostile interactions.\textsuperscript{25}

Mediation and even the court’s attention appear to give angry family members and other stakeholders a chance to vent, intensifying their anger rather than sublimating it. Similar to high-conflict parents involved in court proceedings regarding their younger children, family members involved in a court process regarding an elder bring personal interests that may sabotage the very person they are arguing about: the elder. Thus, family members in conflict regarding an elder appear to be fixed on blame and vendettas, rather than solutions, unable to focus on the current needs of the elder. Their personal agendas may impede the care of the elder, delay medical treatment, and jeopardize the elder’s overall safety. When family members continue to advocate for themselves, they may lose sight of how the elder is being affected by their conflict. Because court processes can be lengthy and expensive, family fissures could eventually break, leaving some family members feeling excluded from the family by choice or consequence. This includes children, who have a proclivity to reproduce the conflict they witness as they age and form their own families. The potential collateral damage in these cases is next generations losing access to part of their family tree.

The general adversarial nature of our court system often exacerbates family conflict, thus validating black-and-white thinking and perpetuating each family member’s view of the “opposing” party as the enemy. In order to “win,” parties may exaggerate or embellish the truth. Negative memories may produce distorted recollections and false allegations.\textsuperscript{26} According to research, court processes leave high-conflict families feeling more polarized, disappointed, and frustrated.\textsuperscript{27} For high-conflict families, a court proceeding may actually be the critical juncture that reduces the chance for resolution.

The varying degrees of conflict in these cases can be used to connect elders and families with the dispute resolution process most suited to their needs. Eldercaring coordination is now available to address cases with the greatest degree of animosity and give elders and families a last option to avoid counterproductive court outcomes. Table 1 compares the case management, elder mediation, and eldercaring coordination approaches to addressing conflicts that arise in situations involving elder caregiving and decision-making.

The ACR Task Force on Eldercaring Coordination was formed in 2013 to create

\textsuperscript{24} Mitcham-Smith & Henry, supra n. 23, at 368–369.
\textsuperscript{26} Mitcham-Smith & Henry, supra n. 23 at 369; J.B. Kelly, Psychological and Legal Interventions for Parents and Children in Custody and Access Disputes: Current Research and Practice, 10(1) Va. J. Soc. Policy L. 129 (2002).
\textsuperscript{27} G. Firestone & J. Weinstein, In the Best Interests of Children: A Proposal to Transform the Adversarial System, 42(2) Fam. Ct. Rev. 203, 204 (2004).
a model for elders and their family caregivers based on the child-centered parenting approach used in the court system to assist high-conflict parents navigating separation or divorce. Although the option of “parenting coordination” has been available for high-conflict parents involved in family courts, there has not been a comparable dispute resolution alternative for families in conflict regarding an elder.28 The 20 U.S./Canadian organizations comprising the ACR Task Force (see Table 2) worked concurrently and collaboratively with 20 state-wide organizations in the FLAFCC Task Force to create eldercaring coordination as a more humane and effective response for elders and families in high-conflict situations. The ACR Task Force developed a rubric for applying dispute resolution techniques to help families refocus from conflict to a trauma informed elder-centered approach for fulfilling the elder’s needs.

With an intervention specifically created for such a high-conflict situation, the participants (e.g., siblings, spouses, children, extended family members, friends, guardians, attorneys) would have an opportunity to become a support system for the elder.


Table 1. Options for Elder Care Dispute Resolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Conflict Level</th>
<th>Possible Indicators</th>
<th>Resolution Process Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Prevention/Mild Conflict  | • Tolerance for differences  
• General cooperation  
• Need for information and resources                                                                                                                                                                               | Case Management  
Social worker, nurse, aging life care professional (formerly geriatric care manager), or life care planning law firm that hires care coordinators  
For information:  
• Aging Life Care Association, https://www.aginglifecare.org  
• Life Care Planning Law Firms Association, www.LCPLFA.org                                                                                                                                                                        |
| Moderate Conflict         | • See indicators above and in High Conflict  
• Involvement of lawyers in nonlegal issues  
• Focus on blame  
• Devaluing of others important to elder  
• Sibling splitting                                                                                                                                                                                                              | Elder Mediation  
For information:  
• ACR Elder Mediation Section, http://acreldersection.weebly.com  
• Mediate.com, www.mediate.com                                                                                                                                                                                                       |
| High Conflict             | • Entrenchment  
• Difficulty separating elder’s needs from personal desires  
• Possessive or controlling behavior toward the elder  
• Possible endangerment of elder; safety concerns  
• High degree of rigid thinking                                                                                                                                                                                                      | ElderCaring Coordination  
For information:  
• Florida ElderCaring Coordination, High Conflict Dispute Resolution Process for Elders and Families, http://www.elderCaringCoordinationFL.org                                                                                       |
and effective resource for themselves and the court, fostering emotional healing and collaborative decision-making during this difficult transitional period.

V. Eldercaring Coordination: Development and Implementation of a New Approach

A. Concept

As indicated previously, the ACR and FLAFCC task forces constructed eldercaring coordination as a dispute resolution model to manage high-conflict family dynamics. In 2015, the ACR Task Force published the ACR Guidelines for Eldercaring Coordinators, which sets forth the protocols and training guidelines for eldercaring coordinators (ECs) and pilot projects. The guidelines define eldercaring coordination as follows:

[A] conflict resolution process where ECs assist elders, legally authorized decision-makers, and others who participate by court order or invitation, to resolve disputes with high conflict levels that impact the elder’s autonomy and safety by:
• Enabling more effective communication, negotiation and problem-solving skills;
• Offering education about elder care resources;
• Facilitating the creation and implementation of an elder care plan;
• Making recommendations for resolutions; and
• Making decisions within the scope of a court order or with the parties’ prior approval.30

Following are the goals of eldercaring coordination:
• Help manage high-conflict family dy-

---


namics so that the elder, family, and stakeholders can address their nonlegal issues independently from the court;
- Ready the elder and family to work with collaterals to address medical and financial issues, thus avoiding delays and resulting in better decisions for the elder;
- Foster self-determination of the elder and family for as long as possible;
- Provide a support system for the elder and family during times of transition; and
- Ease the burden on the legal system from litigation regarding non-legal issues concerning elders.\textsuperscript{31}

B. Qualifications, Guidelines, and Ethics

Responsible execution of the eldercaring coordination process is of utmost concern to the organizations in both task forces. The ACR Task Force developed an overarching framework, including Foundational Ethical Principles,\textsuperscript{32} to guide ECs in this new field. Working under the umbrella of those ethical principles, the EC becomes the dispute resolution manager for high-conflict families. Because the field itself is not yet regulated, quality control is crucial to protect the consumers, the courts, and the ECs. ECs are expected to address issues of the most litigious parties in the court; therefore, ECs’ knowledge, experience, and training are analogous to a specialty in the field of conflict resolution, with demanding qualifications including substantial conflict resolution training. Based on the consensus that professional credentials, training, and experience are paramount to the success of this project, background for ECs includes training in family mediation, elder mediation, and eldercaring coordination and extensive practical experience in a profession related to high conflict within families.

ECs work with the family system to reduce conflict and refocus on the elder’s needs. While doing so, they address potential safety hazards with the elder and family and identify the elder’s goals and priorities. Rather than concentrating on blame, they ask, “What would make the situation better?” or “How can that need be addressed going forward?” Eldercaring coordination uses a strength-based approach; the family system is stabilized by identifying and honoring each member’s contributions and existing strengths to effect positive and sustainable change.\textsuperscript{33} The EC recognizes that trauma-instigated responses may deter the family from reaching its goals and works in small steps to renegotiate behaviors that will be more productive and satisfying in the long run.

C. Pilot Sites and Research

In September 2015, five states became pilot sites to initiate eldercaring coordination into their courts: Florida, Idaho, Indiana, Ohio, and Minnesota. A pilot site is a location at which a judge or magistrate refers at least six cases to eldercaring coordination, or a group of attorneys commit to referrals to eldercaring coordination through agreed orders.\textsuperscript{34} Pilot sites are eas-

\textsuperscript{31} Fieldstone, Bronson & Morley, supra n. 29; Fieldstone & Bronson, supra n. 30.
\textsuperscript{32} Fieldstone & Bronson, supra n. 30.
ily initiated through procedures honed by the current pilot site administrator, who may be the judge, judicial assistant, or case manager. Three training programs on eldercaring coordination have taken place thus far, two provided at the Ohio Supreme Court and one in Florida, which was underwritten by FLAFCC. A significant degree of support is given to pilot sites and their ECs, who collaborate through monthly calls and receive consultations upon request. The EC’s payment is directed through a court order. Spark County, Ohio, has received a grant to provide two ECs to perform at no cost to the parties.

In an innovative effort to enhance eldercaring coordination as it progresses, the process is under initial study by Virginia Tech researchers Pamela Teaster, Director of the Center for Gerontology, and Megan Dolbin-MacNab, Director of the Marriage and Family Therapy Doctoral Program, through surveys of the ECs, elders, participants, and pilot sites.

It is interesting to note that there may be perceptual differences in the expectations of those participating in the process. Preliminary research indicates the following:

- ECs believe that the process is successful based on the participants’ increased ability to respect the elder’s voice when the EC assists with conflict resolution, thus reinforcing shared family goals and values.
- The court considers the eldercaring coordination process successful when a family is better able to focus on the elder, ensuring that the elder’s needs are met, and when conflict and litigation is reduced, especially regarding nonlegal issues.
- The elders at the pilot sites were pursuing a reduction in family conflict, resolution regarding their residence, and identification of the person who will spend time with them and who will make decisions.
- Parties and invited participants were seeking to reduce family conflict, ensure the psychological safety of the elder, and improve access to and decision-making regarding the elder.\textsuperscript{35}

These views are not surprising considering that the needs and perspectives of parties and invited participants depend on their relationship with the elder. Initial research has also shown that the eldercaring coordination process has uncovered potential risks and safety issues, including neglect, coercion, deception, exploitation, emotional and physical abuse, and the elder’s vulnerability.

Research will continue to generate information regarding expectations and outcomes, demographics, progress, and effects of the eldercaring coordination process in general. The data will be used to inform the process as it continues in order to benefit the elders and participants, increase the efficacy of ECs, and enhance the work of the pilot sites.

\textbf{D. Benefits}

Table 3 highlights several benefits already observed by the pilot sites, ECs, elders, and participants throughout the process of eldercaring coordination.

In some cases, affordability has been an issue in areas where eldercaring coordination is not funded through the court or grants. However, when parties recognize that the cost is shared by all parties, rather

\textsuperscript{35} Email from Megan MacNab, Ph.D., Dir. Doctoral Program on Marriage & Fam. Therapy, Preliminary Eldercaring Coordination Data (May 4, 2017, 4:10 p.m.).
than assumed individually, they also realize that eldercaring coordination saves both time and money compared to litigation.

Perhaps the greatest success in eldercaring coordination occurs when a cognitive shift takes place within the family system as it recognizes that the family’s shared goal of providing dignity and care for the elder is more important than family members’ past unresolved issues. This shift in attitude results in more cooperative behaviors among family members with the perceptual awareness that the family can

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Benefit</th>
<th>Specific Benefits</th>
<th>Elder</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Court</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fewer delays in medical treatment decisions</td>
<td>Treatment results improved; stress reduced</td>
<td>Worry, contention, and time needed for medical treatment reduced</td>
<td>Focus more productively on other issues</td>
<td>Emergency hearings on medical treatment and care reduced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a person-centered care plan submitted as a settlement agreement</td>
<td>Expectations clarified; compliance greater in providing care and safeguarding elder’s welfare</td>
<td>Family empowered in providing solutions for elder; contention reduced</td>
<td>Resource use increased and appropriate</td>
<td>Time in court reduced; judge’s ability to see details not possible to present in a court order enhanced (e.g., specific treatment modalities, schedule and protocols for visitation between elder and family members)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of risks and increase in safety for elder and others participating in process</td>
<td>Rapport building provides opportunities to uncover secrets</td>
<td>Risks addressed and abuse reported when appropriate; threats reduced; safety issues addressed to enable modification of elder’s residence</td>
<td>Appropriate referrals made and services initiated</td>
<td>Frivolous hearings reduced; emergency reports submitted when necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC serves as liaison to share information when necessary</td>
<td>Door kept open to communication and information from/about elder</td>
<td>Collaboration promoted, even when parties cannot speak directly; adversarial component removed when parties contact their attorneys for nonlegal issues</td>
<td>Nonlegal issues addressed so that attorneys can tackle legal issues without constant disruptions; more effective use of resources</td>
<td>Informed out-of-court decision-making promoted when everyone has the same information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
work as a team, sharing responsibilities however possible. Florida attorney and eldercaring coordinator Erika Dine offers valuable perspective:

As an EC, you have the ability to have a bird’s eye view of contested matters. The EC, the elder, their families, and attorneys work together to create a plan that is “elder-centric.” Elder caring coordination offers a forum for parties to learn information that discovery proceedings in litigation could slow down, impeding resolution and flaring up tempers and suspicion. Attorneys and their clients work within the process by sharing information and using resources beyond courtroom procedure. It can dispel hard lined positions of parties by separating fact and fiction. It encourages conversation beyond each party’s “story” and directs the focus to the elder’s wishes and needs and how to accomplish them within the family dynamic.36

VI. Conclusion

As a consequence of the encouraging results generated thus far by the initial pilot efforts, eldercaring coordination is receiving interest from attorneys and judges across the United States and Canada. Judge Michelle T. Morley, Fifth Judicial Circuit, Florida, and co-chair of the FLAFCC Task Force on Elder caring Coordination observes:

Elder caring coordination is an excellent opportunity for lawyers to assist their clients in obtaining the relief that they seek. Once they sort out the non-legal issues from the legal issues, lawyers can turn their own attention to the legal issues and encourage their clients to address their non-legal issues through elder caring coordination. The emotional and personal grievances that clients harbor are often exacerbated in the courtroom.

Elder caring coordination gives parties the opportunity to vent those grievances in a confidential setting. It will enable clients to let go of those grievances and focus on the needs and welfare of their elder loved one instead. The lawyers can then more effectively assist clients unencumbered by emotional drama.37

The end of life is a difficult and complicated time for elders and their families. When the family is in conflict, a unique approach is warranted to address the constant transitions and decision-making pressures. Elder caring coordination provides the court with a humane and dignifying approach when high conflict is an issue, giving the family an opportunity to replace its dysfunction with a support system that promotes the welfare and safety of vulnerable elders as it lays the foundation for more harmonious family interaction in subsequent generations.

Those interested in initiating eldercaring coordination as a dispute resolution process for elders and their families are welcome to establish a new pilot site. Please contact the authors for details: LindaFieldstone@outlook.com and SBronson@wi.rr.com.

36 Email from E. Dine, Dine & Moneymaker, PLLC, & designated Eldercaring Coord. for 12th Jud. Cir. Fla., Quick EC Question (Oct. 24, 2017, 11:22 p.m.).